
TONGXING TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CO.,LTD
SUDA WOODEN MACHINE 

Main Configurations: 

1. Full steel structure, welded machine body, a

one step, higher precision and more stable.

2. Transmission parts adopt high precision helical gear

smooth and fast, high precision and low noise 

3. Configured with three high torque 

different tools by one time, simple auto change tools for three processing.

4. Configured with professional vacuum adsorption device

match with high strength engineering plastic 

power professional vacuum pump

5. Professional 2 multistage visible control system, many IO port

speed, more smooth, the curve 

6. High precision hidden non-interference 

operation and maintenance. 

TONGXING TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT CO.,LTD
SUDA WOODEN MACHINE X1-1325 

Full steel structure, welded machine body, after heat annealing treatment

, higher precision and more stable. 

high precision helical gear, Japan THK linear square guide

high precision and low noise  

Configured with three high torque Germany DUSRC air cooling spindle, 

simple auto change tools for three processing.

sional vacuum adsorption device, adopt entirely

high strength engineering plastic table, shaped in one step

power professional vacuum pump, stronger adsorption capacity. 

2 multistage visible control system, many IO port, complete

curve is fluent, easy operation and high efficiency.

interference auto tool setting table, all set in one step, easy
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treatment, it is shaped in 

Japan THK linear square guide, run 

many DUSRC air cooling spindle, can set three 

simple auto change tools for three processing.                                                                                                                             

entirely adsorbing base , 

shaped in one step, and adopt high 

complete function, high 

peration and high efficiency. 

tool setting table, all set in one step, easy 



7. Equipped with auto pushing device, auto unloading, photoreceptor feeding platform. 

Suitable Application 

This equipment can process all kinds of wood material and various non-metal materials. Suit 

for MDF, Solid wood, PP, PE 2D and 3D processing, and can change three tools 

automatically and frequently, especially for composite gate ,edge line, art frame and other 

industrials. 

Technical Parameters: 

Model X1-1325 

Working size 1300*2500*220mm 

Working area 1220*2440mm 

Running Speed X-80M/MIN, Y-80M/MIN, Z-20M/MIN 

Transmitting way X, Y by gear and rack; Z rolling ball screw 

Servo motor Japan Panasonic, YASKAWA. France Schneider(optional) 

Spindle 6KW air cooling Spindle, 2 or 3 sets(optional) 

Spindle 0~18000rpm/min 

Repeat precision ±0.025mm 

Table structure Matrix vacuum table 

Vacuum pump Germany vacuum pump, Taiwan pump, China pump(optional) 

Control system NC Studio/Syntec(optional) 

Voltage AC380V/3PH/50HZ 

Machine size 2200*3100*2000mm 

Machine weight About2200kg 

Parts are optional, configurations can customize. 

Application: 



This machine can process various kinds of plate material, like MDF, chip board, wooden  

Sample pictures: 

 




